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Abstract

Polya trees are a class of nonparametric priors on distributions which are able to

model absolutely continuous distributions directly, rather than modeling a discrete

distribution over parameters of a mixing kernel to obtain an absolutely continuous

distribution. The Polya tree discretizes the state space with a recursive partition,

generating a distribution by assigning mass to the child elements at each level of

the recursive partition according to a Beta distribution. Stateful Polya trees are an

extension of the Polya tree where each set in the recursive partition has one or more

discrete state variables associated with it. We can learn the posterior distributions

of these state variables along with the posterior of the distribution. State variables

may be of interest in their own right, or may be nuisance parameters which we use to

achieve more flexible models but wish to integrate out in the posterior. We discuss

the development of stateful Polya trees and discuss the Hierarchical Adaptive Polya

Tree, which uses state variables to flexibly model the concentration parameter of

Polya trees in a hierarchical Bayesian model. We also consider difficulties with the

use of marginal likelihoods to determine posterior probabilities of states.
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1

Introduction

The Polya tree is a nonparametric prior on distributions introduced by Freedman

(1963) as a special case of the tail-free prior. Tail-free priors are a class of priors

on distributions in which a recursive partition P is placed on the sample space, and

mass assigned conditionally at each level of the recursive partition according to a

sequence of random variables taking values on the interval r0, 1s. The Polya tree is

given by the case where the the recursive partition is a binary partition tree and

the corresponding random variables are given Beta distributions, although it can be

generalized to partitions that are not binary, with corresponding Dirichlet random

variables.

The Polya tree includes as a special case the Dirichlet process of Ferguson (1973),

though its specification is considerably more general. While the Dirichlet process al-

most surely generates discrete distributions, with appropriate specification of the

prior parameters the Polya tree almost surely generates absolutely continuous distri-

butions (Ferguson, 1974). This is made possible by the more flexible nature of the

Polya tree’s concentration parameter, which is infinite dimensional, in contrast to

the Dirichlet process’s single-dimensional concentration parameter.
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1.1 Reviewing the Polya tree construction

We begin with a brief sketch of the Polya tree; the reader interested in the math-

ematical details should refer to Mauldin et al. (1992); Lavine (1992, 1994). The

Polya tree consists of an infinite recursive partition A of the sample space and a

corresponding infinite sequence of Beta-distributed random variables which assign

mass to the various regions A P A of the partition. Figure 1.1 illustrates the par-

titioning sequentially. In this illustration our sample space is the interval p0, 1s on

the real line, and our prior mean, shown in the first pane, is the uniform distribution

on that interval. At each level of the recursive partition we cut each region in half

at the midpoint. Although arbitrary partitions may be used, the dyadic partition

described here is convenient and is often used as a default partition in the absence

of a compelling reason to use a different one. Other partitions may be more con-

venient in the presence, for example, of censored data (Muliere and Walker, 1997).

The second pane shows the result after the first cut and mass allocation, in this case

the majority of the mass having been allocated to the right-hand side. In the next

step we cut each of the two regions from the second pane in half again, and assign

the probability mass to each to its children according to a Beta-distributed random

variable. This results in four regions, shown in the third pane, which are again cut

and mass distributed in the fourth pane. The process continues indefinitely.

We denote the Polya tree prior as Q „ PTpQ0,νq, where Q0 is the centering

distribution and ν is an (infinite dimensional) concentration parameter describing

how much Q is expected to vary from Q0. The parameters of the sequence of Beta

distributions from which the mass allocations are drawn are derived very simply

from Q0 and ν. For an arbitrary region A belonging to the recursive partition A,

the fraction of the mass allocated to the left child A` of A is given by the random
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variable

θpAq „ Betapθ0pAqνpAq, p1´ θ0pAqqνpAqq,

where θ0pAq “ Q0pA`q{Q0pAq, with the remainder of the mass allocated to the right

child Ar. Q0 thus determines the mean of the mass allocations (and hence the

expectation of the resulting density), while ν “ tνpAq : A P Au controls the variation

of the mass allocations, and hence the dispersion of Q around Q0. Alternatively, ν

controls the strength of the shrinkage of the posterior mean density from the empirical

process towards Q0. With an appropriate choice of ν, the Polya tree prior almost

surely generates an absolutely continuous distribution (Kraft, 1964).

Polya trees and extensions have been widely used as nonparametric priors for

absolutely continuous distributions. We give a few notable examples.

With appropriate choice of the recursive partition structure the Polya tree is a

convenient nonparametric model for survival analysis (Muliere and Walker, 1997).

The construction is as follows: suppose we have right-censored positive observations,

and let 0 ă a1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă an be a set containing all observed censoring times (and

possibly other points). We construct an asymmetric recursive partition of the positive

half-line as

r0,8q “ r0, a1q Y ra1,8q

ra1,8q “ ra1, a2q Y ra2,8q

...

ran´1,8q “ ran´1, anq Y ran,8q.

Because the censoring times correspond to left endpoints of sets in the recursive

partition with right-endpoint at infinity, the uncertainty due to censoring is easily

integrated out from the posterior. Both censored and uncensored observations are

counted in every region which we know them to belong to; censored observations do

not effect the likelihood in any region to which their relationship is uncertain.
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of the recursive partitioning and probability allocation
of the standard Polya tree.
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This construction depends on a priori knowledge of the censoring times. In

some applications this may actually be the case, for example if participants will be

dropped from a planned study at preset times, and no unplanned censoring occurs.

More often, however, censoring times cannot be predicted; in this case, fitting the

model of Muliere and Walker (1997) requires looking at the data to specify the

prior, a practice which is philosophically questionable, if common. Neath (2003)

resolves this concern by showing how to model censored data without specifying the

partition structure to match censoring times, obtaining a posterior which is a mixture

of Polya trees. He shows how to enumerate the mixture components and compute

the probability associated with each, the remaining part of the problem being simply

to compute the posterior distribution for each of the associated Polya trees, which is

easily done. He illustrates the model with a small data set which is computationally

tractable; unfortunately, as the number of censored observations and the resolution of

the recursive partition grow, the number of mixture components becomes infeasible.

Zhao and Hanson (2011) expand the use of Polya trees in survival analysis by

introducing a spatially dependent Polya tree. A Polya tree prior is placed on the base-

line distribution in a proportional hazards model. Spatial dependence is induced on

the mass assignment parameters of the tree; for the sake of computational tractabil-

ity, the Beta distributions are approximated by Normal distributions. Markov-chain

Monte Carlo is used to estimate posterior parameters, as the complexities of the

model make the standard conjugate Polya tree posterior update impossible.

Paddock (2002) places a multidimensional Polya tree prior on the joint distribu-

tion of data which is observed with missing values. Rather than the canonical dyadic

partition from the one-dimensional case, the multidimensional Polya tree described

here cuts each region along every dimension, resulting in 2d child regions. As in

Neath (2003), the presence of missing data results in the posterior being a mixture

of Polya trees rather than a single Polya tree; again the number of mixture com-
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ponents quickly becomes intractable in all but the smallest applications. Paddock

avoids enumerating the mixture components by describing a Markov-chain Monte

Carlo sampler which draws from an approximation to the posterior, as even the true

posterior is computationally difficult to draw from. Treating each missing value as

a model parameter, a Gibbs sampler iterates between drawing values for the un-

observed values and fitting and sampling from the resulting (conjugate) Polya tree,

a Bayesian counterpart to the EM algorithm. The resulting draws from the joint

posterior can be used to estimate the joint distribution directly or impute missing

values.

This approach has a number of weaknesses, including the large number of degrees

of freedom used by the multivariate Polya tree partitioning scheme, the difficulty

in computation, and concerns over the accuracy of two levels of approximation—

approximation of the posterior distribution to define the Gibbs sampler, and the

Monte Carlo error of the sampler itself.

In addition to purely nonparametric models, Polya trees have been used to con-

struct a number of semiparametric models. For example, Walker and Mallick (1997)

use a Polya tree prior for the distribution of random effects in a generalized linear

mixed model. A Gibbs sampler is used to alternate between drawing from the full

conditional posterior for the random effects distribution (fitting and drawing from

the conjugate Polya tree, as in Paddock (2002)) and drawing from the full condi-

tional posterior distributions of the other model parameters. They illustrate the

model with several applications, including one in which the distribution of random

effects appears to be bimodal, a feature which the usual parametric analysis was

incapable of capturing.

Similarly, Hanson and Johnson (2002) use a mixture of Polya trees to model the

error distribution in a linear regression problem, under the constraint that the me-

dian of the error distribution is equal to zero. This constraint is easily enforced in
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the canonical Polya tree partitioning system, unlike constraints on the mean of the

distribution. Again a Gibbs sampler is used to iterate between sampling the error

distribution from the conjugate Polya Tree full conditional posterior and sampling

the other model parameters from their full conditional posteriors. The use of a non-

parametric prior allows the model to capture an error distribution with considerable

skewness, which would otherwise result in substantial bias in the estimation of other

model parameters.

Other extensions have attempted to deal with the partition dependence which

Polya trees (and all other tail-free priors, except the Dirichlet Process) suffer from.

For example, Paddock et al. (2003) use a mixture of Polya trees with jittered partition

points, while Nieto-Barajas and Müller (2012) introduce dependence in the mass

assignments at a given depth of the tree.

Like all tail-free priors, the Polya tree prior is conjugate, and it allows easy com-

putation of the marginal likelihood. This has made it popular as a nonparametric

model for Bayesian hypothesis testing. Berger and Guglielmi (2001) use it as a non-

parametric alternative to test a parametric null hypothesis against, though they find

considerable sensitivity to the choice of prior parameters of the Polya tree. Holmes

et al. (2015) use the Polya tree to test the null hypothesis that two samples come

from the same distribution versus an alternative of two independent distributions,

with each distribution having a Polya tree prior.

1.2 Stateful Polya Trees

We define a stateful Polya tree as a model extending the Polya tree, where each re-

gion in the recursive partition has one or more associated discrete state parameters

with corresponding distributions over the possible states. A single stateful Polya

tree implicitly generates a mixture of stateless Polya tree-like models, with the num-

ber of mixture components equal to the number of possible combinations over the
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states of all regions in the tree, which may be exceedingly large. However, if states

are either (i) independent between regions or (ii) have a simple dependency struc-

ture, such as Markov dependence between a region and its children in the recursive

partition, we can do inference on the states and the Polya tree posterior without

resorting to the representation as a mixture of Polya trees. Several of the Polya tree

extensions discussed above, such as the two sample test in Holmes et al. (2015), can

be expressed as stateful Polya trees with degenerate dependency structures between

states. More flexible dependency structures can generate considerably more complex

models, however.

The first extension of the Polya tree introducing state parameters for each region

in the recursive partition was the Optional Polya tree of Wong and Ma (2010),

where a state parameter is used to select the direction of partitioning, if any, in the

recursive partitioning of a k-dimensional space. This model corresponds to a mixture

of standard Polya trees, each with a different recursive partition, and the posterior

could in principle be computed from that mixture. However, the states have a simple

Markov dependence structure, and the authors show how a recursive algorithm allows

computation of the posterior without resorting to the mixture representation. Such a

recursive algorithm had previously been used for posterior computation of a wavelet

model with states applied to each region in the wavelet expansion, and is closely

related to algorithms for inference on linear Hidden Markov Models (Crouse et al.,

1998).

Stateful Polya trees have also been used for Bayesian hypothesis testing in the

two-sample problem (Ma and Wong, 2011; Soriano and Ma, 2017) and the multi-

sample case, analogous to ANOVA (Ma and Soriano, 2016). These methods test

a collection of local hypotheses rather than the single global hypothesis of Holmes

et al. (2015). This gives them additional power to detect differences between samples

which are localized in the sample space, for example a contamination in one part of
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the sample space. In addition, examining the outcomes of the local test allows the

researcher to characterize what part of the space, in particular, differentiates the

samples.

Another recent development is the use of a state parameter to place a prior dis-

tribution on the Polya tree’s concentration parameter (Ma, 2017). Difficulty dealing

with the infinite-dimensional concentration parameter has led previous work to treat

it as fixed at a value that ensures absolute continuity of the resulting distributions,

or perhaps including a one-dimensional multiplicative factor that is treated as a tun-

ing parameter (Berger and Guglielmi, 2001) or given a prior distribution (Hanson,

2006). Ma (2017) introduces a fully nonparametric prior for the concentration pa-

rameter using a state variable representing the magnitude of the parameter value on

a given region, with Markov transitions from parent to child regions. The resulting

model can be viewed as a mixture of standard Polya trees with different concentra-

tion parameters, but again recursion avoids dealing with the mixture representation

for inference. We build on this model in Chapter 2 to create a hierarchy of Polya

trees. In Chapter 3 we consider the advisability of using marginal likelihoods to

determine model posterior probabilities, an important issue both in stateful Polya

trees, where they are used to evaluate posterior probabilities of states, and in the

broader Bayesian literature. Finally we conclude with some discussion of the work

and other directions in which stateful Polya trees show untapped promise.
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2

Hierarchical Adaptive Polya Trees

Many statistical problems involve learning from more than one sample of data. We

may be interested in testing whether the distributions of two (or more) populations

are statistically distinguishable from each other, or in learning more about a pop-

ulation by examining the distributions of a number of subpopulations. Classical

approaches use low-dimensional parameterizations or summaries of the population

distributions, as working with the infinite-dimensional distributions directly is chal-

lenging. Analysis of variance, for example, reduces distributions to a mean and

variance, which are sufficient under the assumption of normality. A wide range of

other parametric models within both the Bayesian and frequentist inferential frame-

works use other parameterizations of the distribution to reduce the dimensionality

of the problem. Classical nonparametric approaches use features of the samples such

as medians (Westenberg, 1948), rank-based scores (Wilcoxon, 1945), or summaries

of the empirical distribution functions, as in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Kolmogorov,

1933) and Cramér-von Mises tests (Anderson, 1962).

A number of Bayesian nonparametric approaches embrace the infinite-dimensional

nature of the problem using extensions of Dirichlet processes. The Hierarchical

10



Dirichlet process of Teh et al. (2006) builds a hierarchical model using the Dirichlet

process, allowing it to share information between samples. The Nested Dirichlet

process of Rodŕıguez et al. (2008) takes a different approach, using a Dirichlet pro-

cess as the base measure of a second Dirichlet process. This induces clustering in

the samples, with samples in a cluster being modeled with a single density. Müller

et al. (2004) model each sample density as a mixture of two components: one Dirich-

let process mixture of Gaussians representing common structure between samples,

and a second Dirichlet process mixture of Gaussians representing the idiosyncratic

structure of the given sample. A variety of other dependent Dirichlet Processes

(MacEachern, 1999) have been described in the literature. Teh and Jordan (2010)

give an overview of hierarchical models based on the Dirichlet process.

While the Dirichlet process has been the basis of most of the work in this area,

work has also been done on hierarchical extensions of other priors. For example,

Teh (2006) defines a Hierarchical Pitman-Yor process, taking advantage of the more

flexible clustering structure of the Pitman-Yor process over the Dirichlet process.

Camerlenghi et al. (2017) consider hierarchical models based on Normalized Random

Measures (Barrios et al., 2013), which includes both the Dirichlet process and the

Pitman-Yor process as special cases.

The Polya tree has not previously been used to build hierarchical models for

estimating and borrowing strength between multiple samples along the lines of the

Hierarchical Dirichlet process or other discrete distribution processes, despite enjoy-

ing a number of advantages over the discrete processes. The Polya tree’s infinite-

dimensional concentration parameter allows much more flexibility for the modeling of

variation between samples than the Dirichlet process (which has a single-dimensional

concentration parameter) or other discrete processes. With an appropriate prior (Ma,

2017) on the concentration parameter we can learn a posterior distribution for the

variation between sample distributions, and we show how to summarize that poste-
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rior in an interpretable variance function that summarizes the amount of variation

between densities at each point in the sample space. Also, because the Polya tree can

model absolutely continuous distributions directly, we avoid the need for a mixture

kernel, and the consequent necessity of MCMC methods for posterior inference. We

describe such a model (Christensen and Ma, 2017) here, which we call the Hierar-

chical Adaptive Polya Tree (HAPT).

Following Ma (2017), HAPT uses states to borrow information spatially about

the concentration parameters. One concentration parameter measures the shrink-

age of the overall mean distribution to the prior measure, and is largely a nuisance

parameter, unlikely to be of particular interest. The second concentration param-

eter, however, measures the variation of the sample distributions around the mean

distribution, and may be a target of inferential interest in its own right. The infinite-

dimensional concentration parameter measures variation at different locations and

scales and is difficult to interpret directly beyond making qualitative comparisons

between locations. We show how to transform it to a more interpretable summary

of the variation between densities.

2.1 The Hierarchical Polya Tree

It is conceptually straightforward to extend the Polya tree to a hierarchical model.

Let X1, . . . ,Xk be k samples arising from related distributions on a complete, sep-

arable space Ω. For ease of exposition we again use Ω “ p0, 1s, though like the

Polya tree the model can be applied to more general sample spaces. We model these

samples as coming from k exchangeable distributions Qi, which are centered at a

common underlying measure Q, itself unknown. Applying Polya tree priors to both

12



Q and the Qi gives us the hierarchical model

Xij | Qi
ind
„ Qi

Qi | Q
iid
„ PTpQ, τ q

Q „ PTpQ0,νq.

(2.1)

Here Q0 is the overall prior mean, τ controls the variation among samples around the

common structure Q, and ν controls the variation of the common structure from Q0,

which determines the smoothness of Q. This model, which we call the Hierarchical

Polya tree, allows nonparametric estimation of the sample distributions Qi and the

common structure Q. The Hierarchical Polya tree model is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The first row shows the upper level of the hierarchy, which like the basic Polya

tree illustrated in Figure 1.1 is centered at the uniform distribution on p0, 1s. The

second row shows the lower level of the hierarchy, the individual group distributions

Qi conditioned on Q. They follow exactly the same Polya tree construction, but

each cut is centered on the corresponding cut from Q, rather than on the uniformed

distribution. Q captures the common structure of the groups, while the Qi model

the idiosyncratic structure of each group.

The hierarchy of Polya trees translates directly to the decomposed space as a

hierarchical model for Beta random variables. For an arbitrary region A P A, we

have

θipAq | θpAq
iid
„ BetapθpAqτpAq, p1´ θpAqqτpAqq

θpAq „ Betapθ0pAqνpAq, p1´ θ0pAqqνpAqq.
(2.2)

The representation of the hierarchy of Polya trees as a hierarchy of Beta random

variables allows tractable posterior inference, as described in Section 2.5.
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the Hierarchical Polya tree.
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2.2 The Stochastically Increasing Shrinkage prior on dispersion

The Polya tree’s concentration parameter is traditionally set to increase with depth

at a predetermined rate to ensure absolute continuity, with a constant multiplica-

tive term to control the overall level of variation which may be treated as a tuning

parameter (as in Berger and Guglielmi (2001)) or have a prior placed on it. Han-

son (2006) discusses some of the necessary considerations when placing a prior on

this parameter. However, Ma (2017) shows that putting a fully nonparametric prior

on the concentration parameter allows the Polya tree to learn the true distribution

more accurately, particularly when the smoothness of the underlying density varies

over the sample space. We can extend the Hierarchical Polya tree model by placing

priors on both concentration parameters. In addition to more accurate inference

on Q and the Qi, putting a prior distribution on τ allows us to learn the variation

between samples in a nonparametric way. That is, we can estimate a posterior dis-

persion function which summarizes the variability between sample densities at any

given point in the sample space. Dispersion can be measured in a variety of ways;

in Section 2.7.1 we show how to derive the posterior mean variance of the densities

and interpret a standardized version using the coefficient of variation to correct for

the height of the density. Nonparametric inference on the variation between samples

across the sample space is made possible by the flexibility of the Polya tree model.

We contrast how several other models treat between-sample variation in Section 2.4.

A simple approach is to put independent priors on the variance of each Beta

random variable. However, we expect spatial structure in the dispersion function—

depending on how smooth the underlying densities are, the amount of Beta variance

is generally smaller for deeper levels of the partition though the decay in the Beta

variance can be heterogeneous over the sample space depending on the local smooth-

ness of the densities. While the recursive partitioning allows independent priors to
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capture some spatial structure, we can do better by introducing dependency be-

tween regions in the partition. Ma (2017) introduces Markov dependency on the

concentration parameter, following the tree topology. The Stochastically Increasing

Shrinkage (SIS) prior introduces a state variable SpAq supported on a finite set of

integers 1, . . . , I, corresponding to decreasing prior variance and increasing shrinkage

for the Beta random variables. For example, we may have SpAq P t1, 2, 3, 4u with

SpAq “ i implying νpAq „ Fi with the Fi stochastically ordered F1 ă F2 ă F3 ă F4

and F4 being a point mass at infinity. The number of states and the corresponding

distributions can be chosen to balance the flexibility and computational complex-

ity of the model. A simple way to enforce such a stochastic ordering is through

partitioning the support of the concentration parameter νpAq into disjoint intervals.

Given these latent states, the SIS prior adopts a transition probability matrix for

SpAq | SpParpAqq, denoted ΓpAq. Ma (2017) discusses several prior possibilities for

this transition matrix, including an empirical Bayes estimate. We adopt the simplest

recommendation there that provides generally adequate flexibility, namely

ΓpAq “

»

—

—

—

–

1
I

1
I

¨ ¨ ¨ 1
I

0 1
I´1

¨ ¨ ¨ 1
I´1

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

This upper-triangular transition probability matrix induces stochastically increasing

shrinkage, and ensures that the model generates absolutely continuous densities (see

Theorem 1). We denote the SIS prior

ν „ SISpΓq.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the SIS prior in action. As you move down to finer resolu-

tions the shrinkage state tends to increase, eventually reaching complete shrinkage.

Because the transitions are stochastic and the state of each node can be learned from
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the SIS prior. The shrinkage states increase as you follow
the tree down to finer scales, eventually reaching complete shrinkage—but allowing
less shrinkage where the data dictates such.
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the data, the amount of shrinkage or prior variance can vary over the sample space

to capture large smooth features in one part of the sample space and smaller scale

features in another part. This allows the resulting density to have heterogeneous

smoothness across the sample space.

2.3 The Hierarchical Adaptive Polya Tree

Having described the SIS prior, we can adopt this prior for the concentration param-

eters τ and ν, and write the complete model as follows:

Xij | Qi
ind
„ Qi

Qi | Q, τ
iid
„ PTpQ, τ q

Q | ν „ PTpQ0,νq

τ „ SISpΓτ q

ν „ SISpΓνq.

We call this model the Hierarchical Adaptive Polya Tree (HAPT). In contrast to

existing models, this specification allows fully nonparametric inference on both the

densities and the variation between densities. The inclusion of the SIS priors also

allows the model to adapt the level of shrinkage or information borrowing in different

parts of the sample space to more accurately capture the densities of each group,

rather than using fixed uniform shrinkage. Figure 2.3 shows a graphical representa-

tion of the model.
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Figure 2.3: A graphical representation of the model. The boxes outline the
parts of the model whose posteriors are computed with each of the three strategies
described in Section 2.5.2. From left to right: The posterior of the Qi conditional on
other parameters is conjugate and can be integrated out numerically; the posterior
of Q,ν, and τ conditional on Sν and Sτ is approximated using quadrature; and the
posterior of Sν and Sτ is computed using HMM methods.
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2.4 Comparison to existing models

The most prominant existing nonparametric models for estimation of related dis-

tributions are based on the Dirichlet process, including the Hierarchical Dirichlet

process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006), Nested Dirichlet process (NDP) (Rodŕıguez et al.,

2008), and the Hierarchichal Dirichlet Process Mixture (HDPM) (Müller et al., 2004).

The Hierarchical Adaptive Polya tree enjoys several advantages over these methods:

1. Nonparametric estimation of between-sample variation. The HDP and

NDP have a single concentration parameter that controls the dependence be-

tween samples. The HDPM has one parameter per sample that controls what

proportion of the sample is explained by common structure and how much by

idiosyncratic structure.

In contrast, HAPT places a fully nonparametric prior on the variation between

samples, which allows it to learn spatially heterogeneous variation between

samples. Indeed, the variation between samples at different locations of the

sample space may be of primary interest in some scientific applications: learn-

ing where common structure is largely preserved between samples and where

distributions vary widely may point the way to understanding important un-

derlying phenomena.

2. Computation. HDP, NDP, and HDPM all rely on MCMC methods to draw

from the posterior. The Hierarchical Adaptive Polya tree is not fully conjugate,

but the necessary integration can be split into low-dimensional integrals and

approximated extremely quickly using adaptive quadrature methods, without

concerns about Markov chain convergence. See Section 2.5.2 for details.

3. Interpretability. HAPT provides an easily interpretable estimate of the com-

mon structure: The posterior estimate of Q is both the estimate of the mean
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density across samples, and the expected value of the posterior predictive for

a new sample. In contrast, the HDP estimates a discrete instead of continuous

distribution, and the NDP does not provide any estimate of common structure.

The HDPM provides an estimate of common structure, but it is neither the

mean of sample distributions nor a posterior predictive estimate. Interpreta-

tion of the common structure in the HDPM model is most straightforward if

variation between samples involves contamination of an underlying distribution

by an idiosyncratic process for each sample.

Other existing models based on Normalized Random Measures (Camerlenghi

et al., 2017), including the Hierarchical Pitman-Yor model (Teh, 2006), suffer from

drawbacks similar to those of the models based on the Dirichlet process, including

not allowing flexible modeling of the dispersion between samples, requiring MCMC

samplers, and requiring mixture kernels to model continuous distributions.

2.5 Bayesian inference and computation

The HAPT model is partially conjugate: the conditional posterior forQi | Q, τ ,ν,Sτ ,Sν

is a standard Polya tree. Though not conjugate, the remaining joint posterior for

Q, τ ,ν | Sτ ,Sν can be reliably approximated using adaptive quadrature methods.

The computational strategies used are described in Section 2.5.2

To derive the posterior we use the representation of the Polya trees Q and Qi in

terms of Beta-distributed random variables θpAq and θipAq for each node A of the

tree. With this notation, The second and third lines in (2.1) can be written in terms

of the θ and θi as in Equation 2.2:

θipAq | θpAq
iid
„ Beta pθpAqτpAq, p1´ θpAqqτpAqq

θpAq „ Beta pθ0pAqνpAq, p1´ θ0pAqqνpAqq .
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Including the concentration parameters, we can write the posterior for the pa-

rameters of a region A in the following form conditional on the state parameters

Sτ pAq, SνpAq:

πpθpAq, τpAq, νpAq | Sτ pAq, SνpAq,Xq9

θpAqθ0pAqνpAq´1p1´ θpAqqp1´θ0pAqqνpAq´1ˆ

rB pθpAqτpAq, p1´ θpAqqτpAqqs´kˆ

k
ź

i“1

BpθpAqτpAq ` nipA`q, p1´ θpAqqτpAq ` nipArqqˆ

πpτpAq | Sτ pAqqπpνpAq | SνpAqq.

(2.3)

where Bp¨, ¨q is the Beta function. The full posterior is the summation of Equation

(2.3) over the possible states of Sτ and Sν , with their respective priors factored in.

2.5.1 Derivation of the posterior

We use the following notation in this section:

• A is a set in the recursive partition of Ω implicit in the Polya tree.

• A` and Ar indicate the left and right children of A, respectively; these are also

sets in the recursive partition of Ω.

• npAq is the number of data points across all samples that are contained in A;

nipAq is the number of datapoints in sample i that are contained in A. Thus

npAq “
ř

i nipAq.

We ignore for the time being the priors on τ and ν, as they are not important for

this derivation and can be reinserted at the end.

The density of the distribution generated from the HAPT model at an observation

xij consists of three factors:
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1. The baseline density q0pxijq

2. A term indicating how the common structure modifies the density:

ź

A:xijPA`

θpAq
Q0pAq

Q0pA`q

ź

A:xijPAr

p1´ θpAqq
Q0pAq

Q0pArq

Note that under the canonical representation, Q0pAq
Q0pA`q

” 2

3. A term indicating how the idiosyncratic structure of the particular sample

containing x modifies the density:

ź

A:xijPA`

θipAq
QpAq

QpA`q

ź

A:xijPAr

p1´ θipAqq
QpAq

QpArq

Note that by definition, QpAq
QpA`q

“ 1{θpAq and QpAq
QpArq

“ 1{p1´ θq.

Altogether this gives us the following likelihood:

fpX | θ, θiq “
ź

xij

»

–q0pxijq
ź

A:xijPA`

„

θpAq
Q0pAq

Q0pA`q



ź

A:xijPAr

„

p1´ θpAqq
Q0pAq

Q0pArq



ź

A:xijPA`

„

θipAq
QpAq

QpA`q



ź

A:xijPAr

„

p1´ θipAqq
QpAq

QpArq



fi

fl

“
ź

xij

»

–q0pxijq
ź

A:xijPA`

„

θipAq
Q0pAq

Q0pA`q



ź

A:xijPAr

„

p1´ θipAqq
Q0pAq

Q0pArq



fi

fl .

Rearranging terms, the likelihood can be written as follows:

fpX | θi, θq “
ź

xij

q0pxijqˆ

ź

A

«

k
ź

i“1

„

θipAq
Q0pAq

Q0pA`q

nipA`q
„

p1´ θipAqq
Q0pAq

Q0pArq

nipArq
ff

,
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which gives the following form for the posterior of θpAq, θipAq for a particular A:

πpθpAq, θipAq | τpAq, νpAq, xq9θpAq
θ0pAqνpAq´1p1´ θpAqqp1´θ0pAqqνpAq´1ˆ

„

ΓpτpAqq

ΓpθpAqτpAqqΓpp1´ θpAqqτpAqq

k

ˆ

k
ź

i“1

“

θipAq
θpAqτpAq`nipA`q´1p1´ θipAqq

p1´θpAqqτpAq`nipArq´1
‰

.

Conditional on θpAq and τpAq the θipAq are Beta distributed, and we can integrate

them out analytically:

πpθpAq | τpAq, νpAq, xq9θpAqθ0pAqνpAq´1p1´ θpAqqp1´θ0pAqqνpAq´1ˆ

„

ΓpτpAqq

ΓpθpAqτpAqqΓpp1´ θpAqqτpAqq

k

ˆ

k
ź

i“1

Γ pθpAqτpAq ` nipA`qqΓ pp1´ θpAqqτpAq ` nipArqq

Γ pτpAq ` nipAqq
.

We can then simply multiply by the priors on τpAq and νpAq to obtain

πpθpAq, τpAq, νpAq | Sτ pAq, SνpAq, xq9θpAq
θ0pAqνpAq´1p1´ θpAqqp1´θ0pAqqνpAq´1ˆ

„

ΓpτpAqq

ΓpθpAqτpAqqΓpp1´ θpAqqτpAqq

k

ˆ

k
ź

i“1

Γ pθpAqτpAq ` nipA`qqΓ pp1´ θpAqqτpAq ` nipArqq

Γ pτpAq ` nipAqq
ˆ

πpτpAqqπpνpAqq.

2.5.2 Computation

Posterior computation of the HAPT model requires three distinct computational

strategies. We split the model (see Figure 2.3) into three parts, each of which requires

a different approach. Each part of the model is conditioned on all parameters which

are further to the right in Figure 2.3. We describe how to integrate out each of the
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first two parts, which reduces the problem to evaluating the posterior probabilities

of all possible combinations of the state variables Sτ ,Sν .

1. πpQi | Q, τ ,ν,Sτ ,Sν ,Xq: The individual sample densities Qi, conditional on

all other parameters, are a priori distributed according to a standard Polya

tree. The corresponding conditional posterior is therefore also a Polya tree.

This allows us to integrate out the Qi when computing the posterior. If indi-

vidual sample densities are of inferential interest their posteriors can easily be

reconstructed after the main posterior computation is completed.

2. πpQ, τ ,ν | Sτ ,Sν ,Xq: The remaining continuous parts of the joint model,

namely the common structure Q and the continuous concentration parameters

τ and ν, conditioned on the discrete state parameters Sτ and Sν , are not

conjugate and must be integrated numerically. Because all parameter depen-

dence across nodes in the Polya tree topology is restricted to the discrete state

parameters, by conditioning on those parameters we are able to compute the

posterior of the remaining parameters for each node of the tree independently.

This has two significant implications. First, rather than tackling a very high

dimensional integral over the product space of the parameters for all nodes, we

have a much more tractable collection of low-dimensional integrals: we need

only integrate the three-dimensional joint posterior of θpAq, τpAq, νpAq for each

region A in the Polya tree. Each of these integrals is tractable using adaptive

quadrature techniques. Second, these integrals can be computed in parallel.

An additional observation allows us to further accelerate the adaptive quadra-

ture. We note that the joint posterior distribution for θpAq, τpAq, νpAq condi-

tional on Sτ pAq and SνpAq, with the other parameters integrated out, can be
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factored as

πpθpAq, τpAq, νpAq | SνpAq, Sτ pAq,Xq “ gpθpAq, τpAqq ˆ hpθpAq, νpAqq.

This allows us to factor the three dimensional integral:

¡

πpθpAq, τpAq, νpAq | SνpAq, Sτ pAq, xq dτpAq dνpAq dθpAq

“

ż
„
ż

gpθpAq, τpAqq dτpAq

 „
ż

hpθpAq, νpAqq dνpAq



dθpAq,

This factorization effectively reduces the dimensionality of the integral: rather

than evaluating the unnormalized posterior at points throughout a 3-dimensional

space, we need only evaluate it on the union of two 2-dimensional spaces.

3. The posterior distribution of the state parameters Sτ and Sν at first appears to

be the most intimidating part of the model: It is a distribution over the prod-

uct space of a large number of discrete parameters, resulting in an enormous

number of level combinations. The naive computation of the joint posterior,

P

˜

č

APA
Sτ pAq “ iA, SνpAq “ jA

¸

is straightforward but needs to be repeated for every possible combination of

Sτ pAq and SνpAq for every node in the tree, which is computationally pro-

hibitive. Here the Markov dependency structure comes to our rescue. The

shrinkage states constitute a Hidden Markov Model following the tree topol-

ogy (Crouse et al., 1998), and we can factor the joint distribution and calculate

the posterior probabilities using a forward-backward algorithm in a manner

analogous to inference strategies for linear Hidden Markov Models.

During the forward-backward algorithm we can compute expectations of any
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function that can be expressed in the form

fp¨q “
ź

A

f˚pθpAq, τpAq, νpAqq,

where f˚p¨q is an arbitrary function in L1. This includes the marginal likeli-

hood, the expected value of the estimated common density qp¨q or any individ-

ual sample density qip¨q at any given point, expectations of random variables

Y „ Q or Yi „ Qi, and a wide variety of other functions, such as the variance

function described in Section 2.7.1.

This computation is recursive, and we give a brief example of how it is carried

out for the marginal likelihood. The previous two computational strategies

give us the ability to calculate (up to quadrature approximation) the marginal

likelihood, within a given node, of all remaining parameters conditional on Sτ

and Sν . Combining this with the prior transition parameters specified in Γ

we are able to calculate the posterior probabilities for Sτ pAq and SνpAq, and

the overall marginal likelihood of the distribution on A, by considering the

recursively-calculated marginal likelihoods of the child regions of A under each

possible state.

Obviously this recursion requires a stopping point. The simplest method is to

truncate the tree at a predetermined depth. Hanson (2006) offers some guid-

ance on how to choose the depth of a truncated Polya tree based on sample size

and other considerations. We recommend using as large a tree as is computa-

tionally feasible in order to minimize approximation errors due to truncation.

If the data deviate very strongly from the prior distribution—as is common,

for example, in high-dimensional settings—a more sophisticated approach may

be required, such as truncating a branch of the tree when it reaches a depth

where the node contains only a few data points.
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2.6 Theoretical results

Theorem 1. (Absolute Continuity) Let Q,Q1, . . . , Qk be random measures distributed

according to a HAPT model with base measure Q0. If the SIS priors on τ and ν each

include a complete shrinkage state that absorbs all possible chains in a finite number

of steps with probability 1, then Q,Q1, . . . , Qk ! Q0 with probability 1.

Remark 1. A sufficient condition for the complete shrinkage state to absorb all chains

in a finite number of steps with probability 1 is that the transition probability from

every other state to the complete shrinkage state is bounded away from zero, which

is satisfied by our choice of Γ.

Proof. The result follows directly from repeated application of Theorem 3 in Ma

(2017). From one application of that theorem we have that Q ! Q0 with probability

1; by a second application we have that Qi ! Q for each Qi with probability 1. Thus

Qi ! Q0 with probability 1.

Theorem 2. (Prior support) Let f, f1, . . . , fk be the probability density functions

corresponding to arbitrary absolutely continuous distributions on Ω. Let q, q1, . . . , qk

be corresponding densities from a HAPT model satisfying

1. Q0 and µ are equivalent measures, that is Q0 ! µ and µ ! Q0;

2. Iτ , Iν ě 2, i.e. there are at least two shrinkage states at each level.

Then f, f1, . . . , fk are in the L1 prior support.

Proof. The upper level of the hierarchy (q) follows immediately from Theorem 4 in

Ma (2017), since its prior coverage is not altered by the addition of the hierarchy.

For the second level of the hierarchy, note that by Theorem 4 in Ma (2017) we have

@q ! µ, P p

ż

|qipxq ´ fipxq|dµ ă τi | qq ą 0.
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Further, by definition of conditional expectation,

P

ˆ
ż

|qipxq ´ fipxq|dµ ă τi | q

˙

“ E

ˆ

1

„
ż

|qipxq ´ fipxq|dµ ă τi



| q

˙

is measurable with respect to Q. Thus

P

ˆ
ż

|qipxq ´ fipxq|dµ ă τi

˙

“

ż

P

ˆ
ż

|qipxq ´ fipxq|dµ ă τi | q

˙

dQ ą 0,

as the integrand is positive with probability 1.

Our final result gives posterior consistency in the case where the groups have

equal sample sizes:

Theorem 3. (Posterior consistency) Let Dn “ tX1, . . . ,Xku be observed data con-

sisting of k independent samples, each of size n, from absolutely continuous distri-

butions P1, . . . , Pk. Let πp¨q be a Hierarchical Adaptive Polya tree model on the k

densities with overall prior mean Q˚0 , and let πp¨ | Dnq be the corresponding poste-

rior. If Pi ! Q˚0 for all i then we have posterior consistency under the weak topology.

That is,

πpU |Dnq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8

for any weak neighborhood U of the product measure P1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pk.

Proof. By Schwartz’s theorem, it is sufficient to show that P1, . . . , Pk jointly lie in the

Kullback-Leibler support of the prior. The proof proceeds as follows: We consider

the product space of all k distributions so that we can show joint convergence. We

restrict ourselves to a compact set with mass 1 ´ ε1, and define a set D̃ε, which

depends on p0. We show that D̃ε has positive prior mass. We then show that by

choosing ε and ε1 appropriately, we can make D̃ε lie within an arbitrarily small K-L

ball around p0. This shows that P1, . . . , Pk are jointly in the support of the prior,

and concludes the proof. We follow closely the proof of Theorem 5 in Ma (2017).
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Let P0 be the product measure P0 “ P1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Pk on Ωk, and let p0 “ dP0{dµ

be the corresponding density. Let Q0 “ Q˚0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bQ
˚
0 , and let q0 “ dQ0{dµ. Define

additionally the densities p̃0 “ dP0{dQ0 and q̃ “ dQ{dQ0 for any Q ! Q0. Let M be

a finite upper bound on p̃0. The Kullback-Leibler distance between p0 and q is given

by

KLµpp0, qq “

ż

p0 logpp0{qq dµ “

ż

p̃0 logpp̃0{q̃q dQ0 “ KLQ0pp̃0, q̃q.

By Lusin’s theorem, for any ε1 ą 0 there exists a compact set E Ă Ω withQ0pE
cq ă ε1,

such that p̃0 is continuous (and so uniformly continuous) on E. For any ε ą 0 there

exists a partition Ω “ YiAi with all Ai P Apkq for some k, such that the diameter of

each Ai X E is less than ε. We define

δEpεq “ sup
x,yPE:|x´y|ăε

|p̃0pxq ´ p̃0pyq|

and

di “ max

ˆ

sup
AiXE

p̃0pxq ` δEpεq, ε
1

˙

.

Note that because p0 is uniformly continuous on E, δEpεq Ñ 0 as εÑ 0.

Let Dεpp̃0q be the collection of step functions gpxq “
ř

i gi1Ai
pxq with di ď gi ă

di ` δEpεq. For every g P Dεpp̃0q, let g̃ “ g{
ş

g dQ0 be the normalized version of g,

and let D̃εpp̃0q be the collection of the g̃.

Let I be the number of sets Ai in the partition Ω “ YiAi. We can consider

each step function g as a point in I-dimensional space, where the ith dimension

corresponds to the value of the step function on the set Ai. Note that Dεpp̃0q “

rd1, d1 ` δEpεqq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rdI , dI ` δEpεqq is a convex set in this I-dimensional space,

and we can find an open ball in this I-dimensional space which is a subset of Dεpp̃0q.

The normalized version D̃εpp̃0q is in turn a convex set in the pI ´ 1q-simplex, which

also contains an open ball in the pI ´ 1q-simplex.
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The HAPT model places positive probability on normalized step functions taking

unique values precisely on the sets Ai, i.e. the same pI ´ 1q-simplex noted above.

Because each of the mass assignment parameters in HAPT has a Beta prior, HAPT

has positive prior density everywhere in the pI´1q simplex. Because D̃εpp̃0q contains

an open ball, it follows that it has positive prior mass.

It now remains to show that we can bound D̃εpp̃0q within an arbitrarily small

ball about p0. The remainder of the proof follows exactly as Ma (2017). For every

g̃ P D̃εpp̃0q, we have

0 ď KLQ0pp̃0, g̃q “

ż

p̃0 logpp̃0{g̃q dQ0

“

ż

p̃0 logpp̃0{gq dQ0 ` log

ˆ
ż

g dQ0

˙

“

ż

E

p̃0 logpp̃0{gq dQ0 `

ż

Ec

p̃0 logpp̃0{gq dQ0 ` log

ˆ
ż

g dQ0

˙

.

Because g ě p0 everywhere in E, the first integral is not greater than 0. The second

integral is bounded by M logpM{ε1qε1, which goes to zero as ε1 Ñ 0. To bound the

third term, we note that

log

ˆ
ż

g dQ0

˙

“ log

ˆ

1`

ż

pg ´ p̃0q dQ0

˙

ď

ż

pg ´ p̃0q dQ0,

We can bound this last integral by

ż

pg ´ p̃0q dQ0 ď

ż

E

pg ´ p̃0q dQ0 `

ż

Ec

|g ´ p̃0| dQ0.

On the set E, we have g0 ´ p̃0 ď 3δEpεq ` ε1, and on Ec we have g0 ´ p̃0 ď 3M ` ε1.

Thus
ż

pg ´ p̃0q dQ0 ď 3δEpεq ` ε
1
` p3M ` ε1qε1 Ñ 0 as ε, ε1 Ñ 0.

This shows that by picking ε, ε1 appropriately, D̃εpp̃0q is contained within an arbitrar-

ily small KL ball about p̃0, and so p0 is in the KL support of the HAPT model.
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2.7 Methodological applications of HAPT

We present two ways in which the HAPT model can be applied to infer structure

that existing models have not been able to capture. The first application is the

ability of HAPT to model the “dispersion function” (defined below) on the sample

space; we show how to calculate the fitted dispersion function from the τ parameter.

No existing model permits inference on the variation between sample densities in

this manner. The second application is clustering samples based on their distribu-

tions, while allowing for within-cluster variation. While the Nested Dirichlet process

clusters distributions, it allows no variation (beyond sampling variation) within clus-

ters. The importance of allowing for variation within clusters was first pointed out

by MacEachern (2008), who described a dependent Dirichlet process which would

incorporate within-cluster variation.

2.7.1 Inferring the between-sample dispersion function

The primary target of inference in problems with multiple samples is often the vari-

ation between samples. It is this inference, for example, which lends ANOVA its

name, though the model is typically presented in terms of the overall and sample

means.

In the HAPT model, variation between samples is captured by τ , an infinite-

dimensional parameter which estimates variation at different locations and scales.

Rather than trying to provide guidance on how to interpret the multiscale structure

in τ , we show how to recast it into an estimate of the variation between samples

at any given point in the sample space, giving us a posterior dispersion function

analogous to the posterior mean function.

Let q‹ be the posterior predictive density for a new sample, with corresponding

Beta-distributed random variables θ‹pAq for each region A in the recursive partition.
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Since q‹ is random, we can estimate the variance function v : Ω Ñ R` which gives,

for any point x in the sample space, the variance of q‹pxq conditional on the density

of the common structure, qp¨q. This is analogous to the variance between treatments

in traditional ANOVA. We have

q˚pxq “ q0pxq
ź

AQx

||A||

ˆ

θ‹pAq

||A`||

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

1´ θ‹pAq

||Ar||

˙1pxPArq

,

where q0p¨q is the density corresponding to the prior mean distribution Q0. We note

that

θ‹pAq|θpAq, τpAq „ BetapθpAqτpAq, p1´ θpAqqτpAqq.

We will need the facts that

Epθ‹pAq | θpAq, τpAqq “ θpAq

and

Varpθ‹pAq | θpAq, τpAqq “ Varp1´ θ‹pAq | θpAq, τpAqq “
θpAqp1´ θpAqq

τpAq ` 1
,

which together imply

Epθ‹pAq2 | θpAq, τpAqq “
θpAqp1´ θpAqq

τpAq ` 1
` θpAq2

“
θpAqpθpAqτpAq ` 1q

τpAq ` 1

Epp1´ θ‹pAqq2 | θpAq, τpAqq “
θpAqp1´ θpAqq

τpAq ` 1
` p1´ θpAqq2

“
p1´ θpAqqpp1´ θpAqqτpAq ` 1q

τpAq ` 1
.

Let θpxq “ tθpAq : A Q xu. It is clear that θpxq contains exactly the information

about q which is relevant to q‹pxq; that is, the distribution of q‹pxq | θpxq is identical
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to the distribution of q‹pxq | q. With the above, we can calculate

Var pq‹pxq | qq “ ESτ ,τ rVar pq‹pxq | q, τ ,Sτ q | qs ` VarSτ ,τ rE pq‹pxq | q, τ , sτ q | qs “

q0pxq
2ESτ ,τ

«

Var

˜

ź

AQx

||A||

ˆ

θ‹pAq

||A`||

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

1´ θ‹pAq

||Ar||

˙1pxPArq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq, τ ,Sτ

¸ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq

ff

`

q0pxq
2VarSτ ,τ

«

E

˜

ź

AQx

||A||

ˆ

θ‹pAq

||A`||

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

1´ θ‹pAq

||Ar||

˙1pxPArq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq, τ ,Sτ

¸
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq

ff

.

We note that the expectation in the second term can be factored into a product of

expectations, none of which depend on τ or Sτ . The variance of this product is thus

zero. We rewrite the remaining line using the identify VarpXq “ EpX2q ´ EpXq2:

Var pq‹pxq | qq “ q0pxq
2
ˆ

ESτ ,τ

»

–E

¨

˝

˜

ź

AQx

||A||

ˆ

θ‹pAq

||A`||

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

1´ θ‹pAq

||Ar||

˙1pxPArq
¸2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq, τ ,Sτ

˛

‚´

˜

E

˜

ź

AQx

||A||

ˆ

θ‹pAq

||A`||

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

1´ θ‹pAq

||Ar||

˙1pxPArq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq, τ ,Sτ

¸¸2
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq

fi

fl .

Conditional on θpxq and Sτ , the terms in both products are mutually independent,

both a priori and a posteriori. Thus, we can factor the expectations:

Var pq‹pxq | qq “ q0pxq
2
ˆ

ESτ ,τ

»

–

ź

AQx

E

¨

˝

˜

||A||

ˆ

θ‹pAq

||A`||

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

1´ θ‹pAq

||Ar||

˙1pxPArq
¸2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpAq, τpAq, Sτ pAq

˛

‚´

ź

AQx

˜

E

˜

||A||

ˆ

θ‹pAq

||A`||

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

1´ θ‹pAq

||Ar||

˙1pxPArq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpAq, τpAq, Sτ pAq

¸¸2
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq

fi

fl .
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We can now plug in our expressions for the expectations, calculated above:

Var pq‹pxq | qq “ q0pxq
2
ˆ

ESτ ,τ

«

ź

AQx

||A||2
ˆ

θpAqpθpAqτpAq ` 1q

||A`||2pτpAq ` 1q

˙1pxPA`q

ˆ

p1´ θpAqqpp1´ θpAqqτpAq ` 1q

||Ar||2pτpAq ` 1q

˙1pxPArq

´

ź

AQx

||A||2
ˆ

θpAq2

||A`||2

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

p1´ θpAqq2

||Ar||2

˙1pxPArq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

θpxq

ff

.

Since q is itself unknown, we take the expectation with respect to it:

Eq rVar pq‹pxq | qqs “ q0pxq
2
ˆ

ESτ ,τ ,θpxq

«

ź

AQx

||A||2
ˆ

θpAqpθpAqτpAq ` 1q

||A`||2pτpAq ` 1q

˙1pxPA`q

ˆ

p1´ θpAqqpp1´ θpAqqτpAq ` 1q

||Ar||2pτpAq ` 1q

˙1pxPArq

´

ź

AQx

||A||2
ˆ

θpAq2

||A`||2

˙1pxPA`q
ˆ

p1´ θpAqq2

||Ar||2

˙1pxPArq
ff

.

We call this expectation the variance function. Finally, we note that conditional on

Sτ , θpAq, τpAq are independent of θpA1q, τpA1q for any two distinct regions A and A1.
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This allows us to rearrange our expectation to obtain

Eq rVar pq‹pxq | qqs “ q0pxq
2
ˆ

ESτ

«

ź

AQx

||A||2EθpAq,τpAq
ˆ

θpAqpθpAqτpAq ` 1q

||A`||2pτpAq ` 1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Sτ pAq

˙1pxPA`q

EθpAq,τpAq
ˆ

p1´ θpAqqpp1´ θpAqqτpAq ` 1q

||Ar||2pτpAq ` 1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Sτ pAq

˙1pxPArq

´

ź

AQx

||A||2EθpAq,τpAq
ˆ

θpAq2

||A`||2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Sτ pAq

˙1pxPA`q

EθpAq,τpAq
ˆ

p1´ θpAqq2

||Ar||2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Sτ pAq

˙1pxPArq
ff

.

The expectations with respect to θpAq and τpAq can be estimated during the same

quadrature routines used to compute the posterior distributions of θpAq, described

in Section 2.5.2. The expectation with respect to Sτ can then be calculated during

the forward-backward routine used to calculate the posterior distribution of Sτ , as

described in the same section.

We naturally expect more absolute variation between samples in areas where the

densities of all the samples are higher, so we prefer a standardized dispersion function

measuring the coefficient of variation. The posterior mean coefficient of variation of

q‹ at any given point is not analytically tractable; we can obtain an estimate by

taking the square root of the variance function and dividing by the mean density

function. We illustrate the application of the dispersion functions in Section 2.8.1.

2.7.2 Dirichlet Process Mixture of HAPT

In many applications we may not believe that the samples collected all share a single

common structure. A more appropriate model may be that the samples are drawn

from several latent populations, with samples being drawn from the same population

having structure in common. In this case we may reconstruct the latent structure by
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clustering the samples. To learn the clustering of samples without fixing the number

of clusters in advance, we add a Dirichlet process component to the model. We can

write the model as follows:

Xij | Qi
iid
„ Qi

Qi | Q
˚
i , τ

˚
i
iid
„ PTpQ˚i , τ

˚
i q

pQ˚i ,ν
˚
i , τ

˚
i q | G

iid
„ G

G „ DPpαHpQ˚,ν˚, τ ˚qq,

where the base measure can be factored as

HpQ˚,ν˚, τ ˚q “ rπpQ˚ | ν˚q ˆ πpν˚qs ˆ πpτ ˚q

“ rPTpQ0,ν
˚
q ˆ SISpΓ˚νqs ˆ SISpΓ˚τ q.

The Dirichlet process introduces clustering among the samples, so that some set of

Qi, belonging to the same cluster, share a corresponding Q˚i , τ
˚
i , and ν˚i . Conditional

on the clustering structure, the model reduces to a collection of independent HAPT

models.

We call this model a Dirichlet Process Mixture of Hierarchical Adaptive Polya

Trees, or DPM-HAPT. It is comparable to the Nested Dirichlet process in the way it

induces clustering among the samples, but is considerably more flexible. While the

NDP requires that all samples in a cluster have identical distributions (MacEachern,

2008), DPM-HAPT allows the distributions within cluster to vary according to the

HAPT model. In addition, the advantages of the HAPT model discussed earlier,

such as flexible modeling of variation in different parts of the sample space, still

apply.

DPM-HAPT requires one adjustment to the prior specification of τ . While Ma

(2017) recommends a range of p´1, 4q (on the log10 scale) for the precision parameter,

very small values of τpAq do not make sense in the context of clustering, as they
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imply bimodal clusters. To avoid bimodality it is desirable to have θpAqτpAq ą 1 for

reasonable values of θpAq; we recommend restricting the range of log10 τpAq to the

interval p1, 4q, which satisfies that requirement as long as the true distributions are

not too far from the prior common measure.

Posterior computation for HAPT-DPM consists of a combination of standard

Dirichlet Process methods and the HAPT posterior calculations described in Sec-

tion 2.5.1. As noted above, conditional on the clustering structure, the model consists

of a number of independent HAPT models. Although the HAPT model is not fully

conjugate, our posterior computation strategy allows us to calculate the marginal

likelihood with arbitrary precision. This allows the use of a Dirichlet process al-

gorithm designed for conjugate mixture models. We use the Chinese Restaurant

Process representation to sample the clustering structure, using marginal likelihoods

calculated from the HAPT model.

This algorithm requires the computation of

1. marginal likelihoods under the HAPT model for clusters including a single

sample, and

2. marginal posterior predictive likelihoods under the HAPT model of one sample

conditional on one or more other samples making up a cluster.

The first item is straightforward. The second is easily achieved by fitting the HAPT

model twice, and calculating

fpXi |Xj1 , . . . ,Xjkq “
fpXi,Xj1 , . . . ,Xjkq

fpXj1 , . . . ,Xjkq
.
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2.8 Simulation results

2.8.1 Estimation of the dispersion function

In order to obtain data with dispersion that varies across the sample space, we

simulate from a mixture of three Beta distributions, such that the variation between

sample densities is low in the middle of the space and much higher near zero and

one. Each sample is a mixture of three components: Beta(2,2), Beta(1,12), and

Beta(12,1). The corresponding weights w1, w2, w3 of the three components are drawn

according to the following scheme. First we draw w1 „ Betap80, 20q. Then we draw

v „ Betap1, 1q and set w2 “ vp1´ w1q and w3 “ p1´ vqp1´ w1q. This results in the

central part of the sample space having a small amount of variation between samples,

while the edges on either side have much more variation.

One hundred sample densities are plotted in Figure 2.4(a). The variation in the

dispersion of the sample densities can be seen clearly.

Figure 2.4(b) shows the estimated centroid and sample densities from fitting the

HAPT model. The dispersion function, or estimated coefficient of variation is plotted

in Figure 2.4(c). The dispersion function clearly shows how the variation between

samples is low near the center of the space and high on either end.
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Figure 2.4: (a) One hundred sample densities from the simulation setting used in
Section 2.8.1; (b) Estimated centroid and sample densities after fitting the HAPT
model; (c) Estimated coefficient of variation function.
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2.8.2 DPM-HAPT Simulations

We simulate a simple 1-dimensional example to demonstrate the clustering behavior

of the DPM-HAPT model. The simulation contains 30 samples belonging to three

true clusters, with 15, 10, and 5 samples respectively. Each sample is drawn from

a mixture of a Uniform(0,1) distribution and a Beta distribution, with the parame-

ters of the Beta varying by cluster: Beta(1,5) for the first cluster, Beta(3,3) for the

second cluster, and Beta(5,1) for the third cluster. The weights of the two com-

ponents are randomized in each sample. The weight of one component is drawn

from a Beta(10,10) distribution, which creates weights varying approximately be-

tween 0.3 and 0.7, with the actual observed proportions in realized samples varying

more widely due to the additional Binomial variation. Sample densities are plotted

in Figure 2.5(a). Each sample contains n “ 300 points.

An MCMC sampler is run using the Chinese Restaurant Process to sample the

clustering structure. We summarize the results by looking at how often each of the

30 samples is clustered together with each other sample. These results are plotted in

Figure 2.5(b). We can see in the figure that the DPM-HAPT model clearly identified

the three clusters.

We now consider an example in which the variation between samples differs across

the sample space. Samples with heterogeneous variation are drawn from mixtures

of four Beta distributions, with varying parameters for each cluster. The parameter

are chosen so that each cluster has much higher variation between samples on the

right half of the space than on the left half. Each sample is a mixture of four

components, shown in Figure 2.6: Beta(1,6), Beta(2,5), Beta(5,2), and Beta(6,1).

The corresponding weights w1, w2, w3, and w4 of the mixture components are drawn

according to the following scheme. Let v1, v2, v3 be Beta random variables whose

parameters that differ by cluster, with v3 having a much larger variance than v1 and
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Figure 2.5: (a) Sample densities for the clustering simulation, and (b) probability
of two samples clustering together based on the DPM-HAPT model, which clearly
identifies the three clusters that exist in this simulation, despite significant variation
between samples within clusters.
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v2. Then we calculate the weights as follows:

w1 “ v1v2

w2 “ v1p1´ v2q

w3 “ p1´ v1qv3

w4 “ p1´ v1qp1´ v3q.

Because v3 has a much larger variance than v1 and v2, we end up with much more

variation between densities on the right half of the space than on the left half.

We consider 30 samples belonging to three true clusters, as above. Figure 2.7

(a) shows one hundred draws from each of three clusters used in this simulation, to

illustrate the variability between and within clusters and the heterogeneity across the

sample space. We can see that the clusters have substantially more within-cluster

variation on the right half of the space than on the left half.

As in the previous example, we simulate three clusters with 15, 10 and 5 groups

respectively. We draw 150 observations from each group, and apply DPM-HAPT

to cluster the resulting samples. We run the MCMC for 1,000 draws after burnin;

estimated coclustering probabilities are plotted in Figure 2.7 (b). The three true

clusters are clearly identified even in the presence of substantial heterogeneity.
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Figure 2.6: The four mixture components used in the simulation in Sections 2.8.1.
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Figure 2.7: (a) One hundred draws from each of three clusters in the heterogeneous
variation clustering example; (b) Probability of two samples clustering together based
on 1,000 MCMC draws for the heterogeneous variance example. Despite the varia-
tion in the dispersion of the densities, HAPT-DPM clearly identifies the three true
clusters.
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2.9 Application: DNase-seq profile clustering

DNase sequencing (DNAse-seq) is a method used to identify regulatory regions of

the genome (Song and Crawford, 2010). DNA is treated with Deoxyribonucle-

ase (DNase) I, an enzyme that cuts the DNA strand. The cut strands are then

sequenced and the locations of the cuts are identified and tallied. The vulnerability

of the DNA strand to DNase varies by location, resulting in a distribution of cut

counts which is nonuniform. The density of this distribution is related to various

biological factors of interest; for example, it tends to be high near potential binding

sites for transcription factors, since these proteins require access to the DNA strand

in much the same way as DNase I, but will be low if a transcription factor already

bound at that site blocks access to the DNA strand.

We consider the problem of clustering DNase-seq profiles near potential tran-

scription binding sites, identified by a specific genetic motif. Each sample consists of

observed counts in a range of 100 base pairs on either side of one occurrence of the

motif. A single motif, consisting of 10–20 base pairs, may appear tens of thousands of

time in the genome, with each occurrence presenting one sample for analysis. Many

samples, however, have very few cuts observed. For analysis we restrict ourselves to

samples which meet a minimum sample size threshold.

Different locations where the transcription factor motif of interest appears may be

expected to show different DNase behavior in the region around the motif for a variety

of reasons. This makes clustering a more appropriate approach to the problem than

treating all the samples as having a single common structure. Identifying clusters of

locations which have similar DNase-seq profiles may reveal previously unrecognized

factors. We also expect within-cluster variation beyond simple sampling variation,

which makes the Nested Dirichlet process unsuitable.

Here we present data from the ENCODE project (ENCODE Project Consortium,
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2012) for locations surrounding a motif associated with the RE1-silencing transcrip-

tion factor (REST). REST suppresses neuronal genes in non-neuronal cells (Chong

et al., 1995). The data includes 48,549 locations where the REST motif appears in

the genome. The motif consists of 21 base pairs, and the data includes an additional

100 base pairs on each side, for a total of 221 base pairs. In all, 922,704 cuts were

tallied, an average of 19 per location. 468 locations have zero cuts observed. The

number of cuts per location is heavily right skewed, with a median of 13 observa-

tions, first and third quartiles of 7 and 21 respectively, and a maximum of 2,099 cuts

observed in a single sample.

For this analysis we restrict ourselves to locations which have at least 200 obser-

vations, a total of 265 samples. These samples include a total of 70,225 observations,

an average of 330 observations per sample. The distribution is still quite skewed,

with a minimum of 201 observations and a maximum of 2099. The median is 279

and the first and third quartiles are 232 and 366 observations.

We fit the DPM-HAPT clustering model to this data, using 100 post-burnin

draws for inference. The model estimates 7 clusters with high probability (see Fig-

ure 2.8(a)), of which there are three large clusters and four singleton locations, each

of which consists of a single large spike. One of the singleton locations occasionally

joins one of the larger clusters, resulting in 6 clusters. A heatmap of the clustering

structure is shown in Figure 2.8(b). The clusters are clearly differentiated and vary

in size, with the largest cluster containing about 130 locations, though the cluster

sizes vary from iteration to iteration due to uncertainty in the cluster assignment.

The estimated mean densities of the three largest clusters are plotted in Fig-

ure 2.9. One of these clusters includes locations with cuts which are roughly symmet-

ric around the transcription factor binding site, while the other two largest clusters

include locations which have cuts heaped up on one side or another of the binding

site. Additional clusters show other densities which do not conform to the general
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Figure 2.8: (a) Estimated number of clusters from the DPM-HAPT in the DNase-
seq application; (b) the model shows clear clustering of the samples.
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Figure 2.9: Posterior mean densities and estimated dispersion functions of the
three largest clusters in the DNase-seq example. The heavy black line shows the
cluster centroid; light gray lines in the background show the estimated means of
each sample in the cluster. The dispersion function is plotted below.
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patterns of the three largest clusters. The plots show substantial variation around

the cluster centroid, much more than can be explained by sampling variation alone.

The estimated dispersion functions are quite noisy; this is not surprising given that

they are between-sample dispersions estimated with only 40–50 degrees of freedom.

2.10 Discussion

The HAPT model offers a compelling alternative to existing nonparametric models

that share information across multiple samples. The Polya tree’s ability to directly

model the density of an absolutely continuous distribution frees us from the necessity

of using mixture models to obtain densities, while the computational tractability of

the posterior avoids the need to run MCMC chains for posterior inference. The ad-

dition of the SIS prior allows us not only to more accurately model the densities of

interest, but also to estimate a fully nonparametric dispersion function over the sam-

ple space. The model extends easily—both conceptually and computationally—to

the setting where we do not believe all our samples have the same common structure,

where DPM-HAPT allows us to learn both clustering structure and the distributional

structure within each cluster.

Although we have presented HAPT in a one-dimensional space for the sake of

clarity, adoption of the randomized recursive partitioning scheme first introduced in

Wong and Ma (2010) allows the extension of HAPT to model densities in multidi-

mensional spaces. Variables other than simple continuous ones can also be handled

naturally—all that is needed is the definition of an appropriate recursive partition.

This allows inclusion of categorical and ordinal-valued variables, as well has more

exotic possibilities: a continuous variable that lives on the surface of a torus, a par-

tially ordered categorical variable, or a zero-inflated variable with a point mass at

zero and a continuous component on the positive halfline.

The Polya tree’s decomposition of the density space into orthogonal Beta-distributed
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random variables, which extends to HAPT, is central to HAPT’s computational ef-

ficiency. It also allows the performance of quick online updates in the HAPT model:

when a new data point arrives we only need to update the nodes of the Polya tree

which contain the new data point, rather than recomputing the entire posterior. In

a HAPT truncated at a depth of L levels, this means we need to reevaluate the

posteriors of only L nodes, rather than 2L. HAPT may thus be used in streaming

data settings where fast online updates are essential.

The DPM-HAPT model may also be easily extended by replacing the Dirichlet

process by any clustering-inducing process which admits inference given the marginal

likelihoods and conditional probabilities of the clusters. This includes, for example,

the Pitman-Yor process. This allows the properties of the clustering process to

be adapted if the clustering assumptions implicit in the Dirichlet process are not

appropriate.
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3

On the use of marginal likelihoods

In posterior computations for stateful Polya trees, marginal likelihoods under each

state are combined with prior probabilities to obtain the posterior probability of

each state. This is analogous to the use of marginal likelihoods for Bayesian model

comparison, selection, and hypothesis testing (often through derivative quantities

such as posterior probabilities or Bayes factors). Although a number of alternative

approaches to Bayesian model comparison and hypothesis testing have been advanced

over the years, recent examples including Bernardo et al. (1999); Kamary et al.

(2014), methods using quantities derived from the marginal likelihood continue to

dominate the literature.

Marginal likelihoods evaluate the strength of a model based on how well the

prior predictive distribution fits the observed data, and are sensitive to the prior

distribution used within a given model structure (de Santis and Spezzaferri, 1999;

Conigliani and O’Hagan, 2000). Berger and Guglielmi (2001) recognize this sensitiv-

ity in conducting a two-sample test with a nonparametric (Polya tree) alternative,

and calculate the Bayes factor over a range of values for a multiplicative factor on the

Polya tree concentration parameter (see Figure 3.1). Over the range considered, the
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resulting Bayes factor varies by over three orders of magnitude, casting considerable

doubt on what conclusions that can be drawn from a single analysis with a fixed

prior.

In addition to being sensitive to nuisance parameters in the prior specification, I

argue that marginal likelihoods and quantities derived from them are conceptually

the wrong way to evaluate models. I expand on these points below, and offer a sug-

gestion of how to better compare Bayesian models and conduct Bayesian hypothesis

tests. In Section 3.1 I argue that using marginal likelihoods is fundamentally flawed,

as they evaluate a model which is not actually the target of our inference, and is

often not a good proxy for the target of inference. This often results in models which

can fit the data well (as measured by the likelihood) being excessively penalized for

the prior not fitting the data well, a phenomenon known as Lindley’s paradox. In

Section 3.2 I discuss one approach to resolving the problems with marginal likeli-

hoods, based on splitting the data (or the likelihood) into training and test samples.

This approach has previously appeared in the literature in the context of evaluat-

ing models with improper priors, but not applied to resolving Lindley’s paradox.

In Section 3.3 I show results from simulations demonstrating that the training/test

split does not hurt the discriminatory power of the Bayesian hypothesis test. In

Section 3.4 I show how the training/test split can be applied to a stateful Polya tree

to improve the accuracy of posterior inference, and Section 3.5 contains some general

discussion.
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Figure 3.1: Figure 1 from Berger and Guglielmi (2001), evaluating the sensitivity
of the Bayes factor to the choice of the multiplicative factor on the concentration
parameter. Each pane corresponds to a different choice for the growth rate of the
concentration parameter as one moves down the tree; for a given growth rate, a range
of values for the multiplicative factor h are considered. In all cases it can be seen
that the conclusion is strongly dependent on the multiplicative factor used—note
that the vertical axis is on a log10 scale.
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3.1 The marginal likelihood aims at the wrong target

The marginal likelihood evaluates the fit of a fully-specified joint model for data x

and parameters θ. In practice, whether doing hypothesis testing or model selection,

this joint model is rarely the object that we are actually interested in doing inference

on. The target for inference is almost always

1. a hypothesis about parameter values, without a fully specified probabilistic

model; or

2. a conditional probabilistic model for the data given parameters.

The following example, following an early Bayesian analysis by Laplace, illustrates

the point. For the years 2013-2015, the three most recent years of data available at

the time of writing, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention recorded 12,926

births registered in Durham county, of which 6,604 were male (CDC, 2017). Suppose,

in ignorance of hundreds of years of data on human birth sex ratios, we wanted to

test whether or not the proportion of male births in Durham was equal to 1
2
. That

is, we wish to test the hypothesis

H0 : π “ 0.5 H1 : π ‰ 0.5,

.

A frequentist hypothesis test gives a two-sided p-value of 0.013, which would

lead most practitioners to reject the null hypothesis. Laplace’s approach evaluates

the posterior distribution for the proportion of male births π under a uniform prior,

obtaining a Beta(6,605, 6,323) posterior distribution. This gives

P pπ ą 0.5 | Xq “ .993,

which would have lead Laplace to conclude that the sex ratio at birth is almost
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certainly greater than 0.5, with the posterior distribution centered at approximately

0.51.

The modern Bayesian approach posits two models

M0 : X „ Binomialp0.5q

M1 : X | π „ Binomialpn, πq

π „ Betap1, 1q

and calculates the Bayes factor in favor of the null, which is 4.19. If we had assigned

equal prior probabilities to the two models, we would find that the posterior proba-

bility of the null model had climbed to 0.81, while the probability of the alternative

model has fallen to 0.19.

Such discrepancies between Bayesian and frequentist analyses are familiar in the

literature, and are attached to various combinations of the names Jeffreys, Lindley,

and Bartlett. Lindley (1957) demonstrated that there may be an arbitrarily large

discrepancy between frequentist and Bayesian conclusions based on a data set, in

the sense that for every arbitrarily small pair ε, δ ą 0, it is possible to construct an

example such that the frequentist will reject the null hypothesis at level ε while the

Bayesian will assign it a posterior probability of at least 1´δ. Such examples are not

merely academic; they can be characterized as arising when the effect is small and

the sample size is large, a regime of increasing interest in an era of “big data.” As

demonstrated in the example above, the sample size need not be unrealistically large,

nor the effect excessively small, for the discrepancy to be observed. The frequentist

approach rejects the null because the maximal likelihood under the alternative pro-

vides a substantially better explanation for the observed data, while the Bayesian

hypothesis testing approach awards the null most of the posterior probability because

most (under the prior measure) of the points in the alternative parameter space ex-
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plain the data much worse than the null hypothesis does. The two approaches are

comparing different objects: the frequentist approach compares conditional models,

while the Bayesian approach compares joint models.

I argue that the joint model is the wrong inferential target. While we often blithely

assert an equivalence between the models M0,M1 and the hypotheses H0, H1, we did

not set out to test whether the birth rate was 0.5 or Uniform(0,1), as the Bayesian

hypothesis test does. The specification of a prior is a nuisance parameter which

we would gladly be rid of—particularly in high-dimensional settings such as stateful

Polya trees. It is precisely this desire to be rid of the nuisance that has led to an

active field of research into “objective priors” for Bayesian hypothesis testing; see e.g.

Bernardo and Rueda (2002); Pericchi (2005); Bayarri and Garćıa-Donato (2008).

Inference on joint models is useful only to the extent that the joint models are

accurate representations of our beliefs about the hypotheses or conditional models

which are of interest. Proposing various “objective” priors does not help if none of the

resulting joint models are good proxies for our believes about the conditional models.

All these joint models are subject to the prior predictive putting most of the mass

in areas not supported by the data, resulting in low marginal likelihoods through no

fault of the conditional model or hypothesis which is actually our inferential target.

3.2 Avoiding penalization due to prior uncertainty

To resolve the issue of prior parameter uncertainty penalizing the conditional model,

we set aside a portion of the data as a training set. We update the prior using

this training data to obtain a partial posterior distribution; we then use that partial

posterior as the model to evaluate the fit of the remainder of the data, which we

refer to as the test set. This approach is not new, and when used to calculate Bayes

factors has been referred to in the literature as the partial Bayes factor (see O’Hagan

(1995, 1997); De Santis and Spezzaferri (1997)). A special case is the intrinsic Bayes
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factor of Berger and Pericchi (1996). O’Hagan (1995) introduces the fractional Bayes

factor, which is an idealization of the partial Bayes factor: rather than splitting the

data into test and training, we factor the likelihood into train an test parts:

Lpθ;Xq “ Lpθ;Xqntrain{n ˆ Lpθ;Xqntest{n.

This avoids the issue of variation in the train/test data split.

There are a number of considerations when determining the size of the training

and test sets. We consider an example discussed by Jefferys (1990). The data

consist of 104,490,000 Bernoulli trials, of which 52,263,471 were “successes.” We

wish to test the null hypothesis that θ “ 0.5 against the alternative θ ‰ 0.5. The

standard frequentist test rejects the null with a two-sided p-value of 0.0003, while the

Bayesian approach, with a uniform prior on θ under the alternative, gives a Bayes

factor of approximately 11.9 in favor of the null. That is, if we assume that each of

the two hypothesis is equally likely a priori, the Bayesian analysis concludes that the

posterior probability of the null is in excess of 0.92. Due to the very large sample size,

the likelihood in this case is very peaked around the maximum likelihood estimate

θ̂ « 0.500177. Although values of θ very near this estimate provide substantially

better likelihoods than the null, the vast majority of the prior weight under the

alternative—approximately 99.96%—is placed on values of θ which explain the data

worse than the null model.

Figure 3.2 shows the log Bayes factors in favor of the null calculated from 1000

simulations of training and test sets as the training sample sizes varies from 0 to

n “ 104, 490, 000. Individual simulation traces are displayed faintly in grey. The

mean (on the log Bayes factor scale) of the 1000 simulations is plotted as the upper

red curve. All the simulations begin on the left axis, where the training size is zero,

with a log Bayes factor of 2.48, corresponding to the 11.9 odds given earlier. As the

training set increases and the prior concentrates, they dip sharply below zero before
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leveling off. Eventually every trace returns to 0 when the entire data set has been

set aside for training and no data is available for testing, as we are then unable to

make any distinction between models. The sharp dip is characteristic of scenarios

where Lindley’s paradox appears, and demonstrates that the standard Bayes factor’s

apparent preference for the null is in fact merely an artifact of the prior distribution

under the alternative.

Several additional curves are plotted. The upper blue curve gives the standard

deviation of the 1000 simulated traces at each point. The fairly large standard

deviation indicates that we cannot rely on a single training/test split; probably we

will want to split several times and average the results. The black curve gives the

fractional Bayes factor, which follows the mean of the simulated traces closely but

tends to be slightly more in favor of the alternative.

Finally, three more curves show how the fractional Bayes factor can be approx-

imately decomposed into two regimes. We may imagine that rather than removing

one point from the test set and placing it in the training set, we have a separate test

set of fixed size—identical to the observed data—and we slowly increase the training

set without touching the test set. This gives the monotonically decreasing red curve.

If we were to continue increasing the size of the training set, asymptotically this

curve would approach the lower grey line, which is the log likelihood ratio between

the null and the MLE under the alternative.

Conversely, we may imagine having a fixed training set identical to the observed

data, and increasing the size of the test set. This gives (taking into account that the

further we are to the right on the plot axes, the smaller the test set) the monotonically

increasing red line. It is well known that under the alternative hypothesis, the log

Bayes factor asymptotically grows linearly with sample size, so it is not surprising

that this second curve is very close to a straight line.

Finally, the blue curve following the black fractional likelihood curve is an ap-
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Figure 3.2: Simulation of partial and fractional Bayes factors for different training
set sizes.
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proximation of the fractional likelihood based on a combination of these two red

curves. While the red curves represent hypothetical situations, not corresponding to

reality, in which one of the training/test sets is increasing while the other is fixed,

they are able to approximate the fractional Bayes factor quite well. For training sets

including a small fraction of the data, removing a point from the very large test set is

a miniscule change, so the behavior of the fractional Bayes factor curve is in a regime

where its behavior is dominated by the effect of the training set, and it follows the

decreasing red curve closely. Conversely, for large training sets, adding a point the

the training set is a miniscule change, so the fractional Bayes factor curve’s behavior

is dominated by the effect of the test set, which follows the increasing red curve. The

approximation is worst for moderate training set sizes.

This decomposition into two regimes should inform our choice of the size of the

training set. We want to provide enough training data to concentrate the prior to a

reasonable degree, without falling into the second regime where decreasing the test

set size leads to linearly decreasing ability to discriminate between models.

3.3 Simulations

There may be some concern that by giving up part of the data as a training set, the

test between null and alternative hypotheses will lose power. Simulations show this

not to be the case. Training sets can be quite small relative to the entire data set,

particularly when samples sizes are large, and the loss of test set data is compensated

by the increased precision of the models being tested.

In Figure 3.3 we plot received operating characteristic curves for three Bayesian

tests, the classical likelihood ratio test, and two reference curves. The Fractional and

Partial Bayes factor tests perform identically to the standard Bayes Factor and the

classical likelihood ratio test. The Partial Bayes Factor test is based on the average

log partial Bayes factor over 100 random splits of training and test data. A Bayes
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Figure 3.3: Received operating characteristics for various tests in the simulation
setting discussed in 3.3. The sample size is 104,490,000, with the training sample size
set according to the square root (approximately 10000). The true effect is 0.5001,
tested against a null of 0.5. 100000 simulation runs were used to compute the curves.
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factor calculated only on the test set, ignoring the training set entirely, is marginally

worse, though the difference cannot be seen on this plot due to the small size of the

training set. Figure 3.4 shows the results of the same simulation setting but with an

artificially large training sample of 10,000,000. Here we see the loss of power in the

test-only Bayes factor, while the partial and fractional Bayes factors retain the same

power as the traditional Bayes factor.
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3.4 Application to stateful Polya trees

Stateful Polya trees correspond to mixtures of standard Polya trees, and the use of

marginal likelihoods to determine posterior probabilities of states is equivalent to a

Bayesian model averaging problem over the mixture components. Here we consider

the case of a simple optional Polya tree (Wong and Ma, 2010), which corresponds

to a mixture of finite Polya trees with different depths and partition structures. In

the mixture representation we can identify two parts of the posterior computations:

calculating the posterior for each finite Polya tree model, and calculating the pos-

terior mixture probabilities over the models. In the stateful representation these

correspond to the computation of the posteriors for the mass assignment parameters

and the computation of the posterior probabilities of states, respectively. It is in

the latter part that the trouble with marginal likelihoods arises, causing an exces-

sive preference for the stopped state and resulting in blocky density estimates. The

optional Polya tree as described by Wong and Ma (2010) uses Beta(1
2
, 1
2
) priors for

the mass assignment parameters, which strongly favors the stopped state when the

observed data distribution is near 0.5.

We can apply the fractional Bayes factor methodology to this problem by using

a fractional power of the likelihood to update the prior distributions for the mass

assignment parameters without touching the probabilities of the states. In the mix-

ture representation this corresponds to updating the prior of each finite Polya tree

model without changing the prior distribution over models. The remainder of the

data is then used to update both parts of the posterior in the standard way. The

posteriors of the mass assignment parameters—or the posterior of each individual

finite Polya tree model—is identical to the standard update under this scheme; only

the posterior state probabilities, or the posterior distribution over finite Polya trees,

differs.
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Figure 3.5 shows a typical example of how the fractional Bayes factor approach

affects the optional Polya tree. One thousand data points are simulated from a

Betap10, 20q distribution and a optional Polya tree is fit with the fractional Bayes

factor modification. Each panel corresponds to a different fraction of the likelihood

used in the initial training set. A fraction of zero is equivalent to the standard

optional Polya tree, and the blockiness of the posterior is evident. As the fraction

of the likelihood used for training increases, the preference for the stopped state

initially decreases. It eventually (when the training fraction reaches 1) reaches the

prior probability of 0.5, following a curve like that shown in Figure 3.2. Each pane

shows the L1 distance between the true density and the posterior mean density,

defined as

dpf, gq “
1

2

ż

|fpxq ´ gpxq| dx.

As can be seen, splitting the likelihood results in more accurate inference to a point,

as the bias towards blockiness caused by Lindley’s paradox is decreased. Eventu-

ally, however, the increased noise in the estimate becomes more important than the

decreased bias, and larger training fractions become deleterious. Bias returns in a

different form when the training fraction approaches one, as the posterior probabil-

ities of states are then determined entirely by the prior. As in the simple case of

testing a proportion, discussed above, maximal benefit is obtained with a fairly small

fraction used for training.

A simulation study helps illustrate the benefit of the fractional training. Once

again samples are drawn from a Beta(10,20) distribution, though the sample size

is increased to 10,000. An optional Polya tree is fit to each sample with training

fractions running from 0 to 0.2, and the L1 distance between the true density and

the posterior mean is calculated as before. Figure 3.6 shows the mean L1 error

as the training fraction varies, as well as error curves for 100 individual samples to
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Figure 3.5: A typical example of the effect of the fractional Bayes factor approach
on an optional Polya tree. Six training fractions are illustrated, with the true density
in red and the posterior mean of the OPT in black.
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illustrate variability of the error rate. For this simulation setting the average L1 error

is optimized at a training fraction of about 0.03, with a decrease of 11% relative to the

standard analysis. However, both the optimal training fraction and the benefit vary

substantially between samples. Optimal training fractions vary from 0 to 0.2 (the

largest value considered in this study) with a mean of 0.05, while the improvement in

L1 error is as large as 33%, with a mean of 11%. A simulation study with the sample

size set to 50,000 showed largely similar results, while a third simulation study with

a sample size of 1,000 shows smaller benefits (mean improvement in L1 error of just

4.6%).

While substantial questions remain about the use of partial or fractional training

sets to improve the fit of the prior distribution before carrying out Bayesian model

evaluation procedures, these simulations demonstrate substantial gains in inferential

accuracy when the method is applied to the optional Polya tree model. Similar

results may be expected in other stateful Polya tree models where states correspond

to parameter spaces with substantially different prior diffusion, such as the complete

stoppage state in the adaptive (and hierarchical adaptive) Polya tree or the coupling

states in multi-sample models designed for hypothesis testing (Ma and Wong, 2011;

Soriano and Ma, 2017; Ma and Soriano, 2016).
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Figure 3.6: A simulation study shows how the L1 error between the true density
and the posterior mean varies as the training fraction changes.
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3.5 Discussion

Model evaluation is a central problem in Bayesian statistics, whether conducting

formal hypothesis tests, averaging the results of several models to obtain better

overall estimates, or comparing possible models during the model building process.

While marginal likelihoods, posterior probabilities, and Bayes factors are often used

in this context, problems with these approaches have long been recognized, spurring

the development of alternative metrics by which to evaluate models; some examples

include posterior predictive checks (Gelman et al., 1996), the Bayesian reference cri-

terion of Bernardo et al. (1999), and the mixture representation of Kamary et al.

(2014). These methods side step the difficulties associated with marginal-likelihood

based methods but are conceptually unsatisfying: they lack the probabilistic inter-

pretation that marginal likelihoods supply, and they fail to explain why marginal

likelihoods fail.

This chapter answers the latter question and suggests an approach to resolve the

problem. Partial and fractional likelihoods are rooted in a long statistical tradition

of training/test data splits and retain the probabilistic interpretation of methods

based on the marginal likelihood, while improving inferential accuracy in both simple

and complex models. The partial likelihood approach has a natural interpretation

in terms of sequential analysis; the fractional approach lacks this interpretability,

but offers a computationally inexpensive approximation to averaging over a large

number of training/test splits with the partial likelihood. By avoiding excessive

penalization for priors not fitting the data, these methods promise more accurate

statistical inference with all the advantages of marginal likelihood-based methods.
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4

Conclusions

The stateful Polya tree paradigm offers a powerful approach to nonparametric mod-

eling beyond simple density estimates. The first application of stateful Polya trees in

Wong and Ma (2010) introduced a powerful new approach to analysis of multivari-

ate data using Polya trees, offering a more parsimonious model than the traditional

multivariate Polya tree. As demonstrated by Ma and Wong (2011); Ma and Soriano

(2016); Soriano and Ma (2017), stateful Polya trees are also capable of handling two

or more samples in a hypothesis testing framework, identifying local differences be-

tween the samples. Ma (2017) introduced a stateful Polya tree that allows the scale

and smoothness of distribution features to be learned from the data differentially

across the sample space by placing a fully nonparametric prior on the Polya tree’s

concentration parameter, rather than fixing it in the prior.

Chapter 2 showed how the stateful Polya tree framework can be used to model

multiple samples with an emphasis on estimation and information sharing rather

than hypothesis testing, identifying common structure and idiosyncratic features of

each sample. We show how the states capture information about the dispersion

between sample densities at different locations in the sample space, and how this
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information can be summarized in a dispersion function.

Chapter 3 considers issues with the traditional use of marginal likelihoods in

Bayesian hypothesis testing. In the context of stateful Polya trees this problem

arises, for example, in deciding whether to stop cutting in the optional Polya tree

(Wong and Ma, 2010) or the multi-resolution scanning model (Ma and Soriano, 2016),

in the multi-sample hypothesis tests of Ma and Wong (2011) and Soriano and Ma

(2017), and in the computation of shrinkage state probabilities in (Ma, 2017) and

the HAPT model described in Chapter 2. However, the question is a foundational

one with implications far beyond stateful Polya tree models.

Stateful Polya trees show potential to tackle a number of other problems which

have not yet been fully explored. For example, Paddock (2002) describes a Gibbs

sampler to impute missing data in a Polya tree model. The parameter space for this

model is extremely high-dimensional, and there may be considerable concern about

the mixing and convergence of a Markov chain. A simple analysis shows that given

a truncated Polya tree prior and data observed with missing values, the posterior

is a mixture of truncated Polya trees with a large but finite number of mixture

components. Neath (2003) considered the case of censored data and demonstrated

computation of the posterior mixture distribution with a very small dataset and a

shallow tree, but the number of components becomes intractable as the size of the

dataset and the depth of the tree grow. The Gibbs sampler described in Paddock

(2002) avoids enumerating the mixture by sampling random components, subject to

concerns over accuracy of the MCMC sampler.

Given the representations of stateful Polya trees as mixtures of Polya trees dis-

cussed in the introduction, it is perhaps not surprising that we can describe a stateful

Polya tree which results in the same posterior distribution, with states representing

the locations of the unobserved values at each node of the tree. Using a stateful

Polya tree allows posterior computation using a recursive algorithm, avoiding the
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intractably large number of components in the mixture representation. This model

is the subject of current work.
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